
Death: A City of Raw Materials

D
You stare upon the corpse of Excelsis, still squirming with the living, like maggots. While the
city isn’t quite dead, it sure has lots of festering sores, filled with foes of all sorts, but also lots
and lots of dead. The touch of Nagash lies upon this place, even if they don’t realize it. You hear
heavy footsteps approach and turn to meet them. Wight King Krell and his gleaming black axe
tower over you. He is Nagash’s eyes here and you are to be his instrument of death.

Quest D: Lay of the Land
Krell has tasked you with entering the city and scouting out the concentrations of amethyst
magic and the dead. While Nagash does not intend to invade Excelsis, it would be a waste not to
take advantage of all the lost souls and corpses left in the wake of the siege. You find a
particularly excellent area in the lower city, which seems to be simmering with amethyst
magic. As you try to get a better sense of where the magic is leading, you are interrupted by an
insolent  warband intent on looting the area.  Well, if they wish to sacrifice themselves for
Nagash, then so be it!

Play Mission 1

Hidden Agenda - Find a Trace

You complete this Hidden Agenda if at least one of your models has a treasure token at the
end of the game.

Quest D Outcome
At last the audacious fools are gone and you can continue your measurements.  Yes, you
definitely pick up a large concentration of amethyst magic leading from this location! So many
deaths and lost souls will leave their mark in a place like this. You bring the good news to Krell
and he seems pleased, though it is hard to tell with that skeleton face of his. He indicates you
have two choices to serve Nagash. Do you wish to help harness the amethyst magic to create a
magic relic?  Or would you prefer to serve Nagash by helping build reinforcements for the
armies of the dead?

Choose one of the paths below:

Create an artifact (D1) Build reinforcements (D2)
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D1
Quest D1 -Relic of Despair
 Krell nods as you tell him you wish to make a glorious artifact for the service of Death. He
hands you a withered branch of black wood and a small nullstone box. “The box contains a
single grain of grave-sand, do not lose it. Take the branch and the grave-sand to the highest
concentration of amethyst magic you can find and then perform a ritual of binding. You will
need a sacrifice to complete the ritual. Once the sta� has been imbued, you will need to
complete the artifact with a focal piece, to channel the energies of death.” You are extremely
honored by this responsibility and quickly take your warband back into the ruins of the lower
city. You follow the trace of amethyst magic you found and it leads you to an area where
thousands must have died. Perfect! You setup three ritual circles meant to siphon the amethyst
magic into your components, and then you wait. It doesn’t take long before a warband comes
along to donate their lives to your task! 

Play Mission 2

Hidden Agenda - Siphon the Magic

You complete this Hidden Agenda if you control at least one objective at the end of the game.

Quest D1 Outcome

Reward:  Command Trait - Master of the Black Arts: When this fighter makes a wait action,
you can remove D6 damage points allocated to them, once per combat round.

At last! The sacrifices are quickly absorbed into the ritual circles and whirlwinds of amethyst
magic swirl into being. After a moment, they coalesce into pure gems of amethyst magic,
glowing with baleful light. You quickly take them and perform a ritual of binding to fuse the
gems, the branch, and the grave-sand into one.  Success! Now, you only need to create a focal
piece for the relic. You could use the skull of a powerful enemy to top the sta�, but you could
also bind the souls of your enemy into the relic.   

Choose one of the paths below:

Find a worthy skull (D1.1) Gather souls (D1.2)
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D1.1
Quest D1.1 - Headhunter
 Well, it shouldn’t be too di�cult to find someone’s head in this city, but finding one worthy
enough to complete this relic……that might be harder. Your warband spends some time
wandering the city in the shadows, watching other warbands, until you find the right one. You
muster your warband and wait for the right moment, then you strike!

Play Mission 3

Hidden Agenda - A Worthy Skull

You complete this Hidden Agenda if you take-down two of the enemy models by the end of
the game. 

Quest D1.1 Outcome
The battle is done and you have claimed your prize! Yes, the skull you have prepared from the
fallen foe has just the right anger, despair, and malice……you return to the lower city where the
amethyst magic was highly concentrated. It has been lessened since you siphoned the power,
but there is enough here to complete the relic now. Your ritual fuses the foe’s skull to the sta�
and you can feel the power radiating o� the relic. You consider keeping it for yourself, but you
know Krell is a relentless hunter and do not wish to earn his ire. You return faithfully to Krell
and deliver the relic to his out-stretched hand. You feel his admiration at such an artifact and
while you are not renowned enough for a sta� of this power, he awards you something
fitting!     

Claim the Amulet of Agony Shared Legendary Artifact!
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D1.2
Quest D1.2 - Soulfully Delicious
Topping o� this sta� with a gem filled with agonizing souls seems appropriate and
tantalizing! You walked past some locations where you could feel restless spirits drifting lost
amongst the ruins, so you take your warband back to one such place. You begin preparing the
area with a ritual circle and the necessary runes and wait for the next warband to wander into
your trap. Afterall, you need the souls of some freshly killed victims to draw the lost souls
towards your location. Ah, here they come now!

Play Mission 3

Hidden Agenda - Souls for Nagash

You complete this Hidden Agenda if you take-down two of the enemy models by the end of
the game. 

Quest D1.2 Outcome
Everything works splendidly and the agony of those you killed drew the lost souls like moths to
a light! You performed your ritual and drew all the souls into a gem, to bind them and their
su�ering. You a�x the gem to the sta� and fuse the two together with a word of power. You
feel the power resonating o� the relic and yearn to test it on the living, but you know better
than to draw the wrath of Krell. A small sound draws your attention and you see a creepy doll,
rudimentary shaped like a girl, begin walking towards you out of the ruins. It seems your ritual
must have drawn another soul, which became trapped in this little doll. It walks up to you and
begins telling you secrets from beyond the grave! A very creepy, but useful doll! At least this
venture was beneficial in the end.

Claim the Creepy Doll Legendary Artifact!
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D2
Quest D2 - Reduce, Reuse, Reanimate
Death conquers all - a known saying, but not always understood. A claim on mortality? Yes, but
also that the legions of Death will conquer any which stands in its way. That is a fact! You will
help with the inevitable tide of flesh, bone, and spirit. That is the great thing about war,
endless materials for the legions of the dead. But first you must find a good supply of material,
as they are unlikely to leave the dead lying about in this city. It hasn’t been long though, so you
are sure you can find something useful, you just need a good vantage point. Your warband finds
a taller building on a small hill and begins heading towards it, only to find another warband
making its way toward you!   

Play Mission 2

Hidden Agenda - Spot an Area for Resources

At the end of the battle, you complete this Hidden Agenda if 1 or more friendly fighters are
vertically 3” above the battlefield floor and there are not more enemy fighters vertically 3”
above the battlefield floor. 

Quest D2 Outcome

Reward:  Command Trait - Vulture’s Eye: This fighter adds +1 to its Movement characteristic.

The enemy warband has left and you can finally return to your task. You climb to the highest
point and scan the surrounding area. So much carnage, there must be piles of dead
somewhere….You mutter some words of power and see traces of amethyst magic leading away
from your location. One trail seems to lead downhill into the slums of the city and the other
heads uphill towards an older part of the city, though still ruined. 

Choose one of the paths below:

Seek the dead in the slums (C2.1) Explore the stone buildings (C2.2)
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D2.1
Quest D2.1 - Slumming
You suspect the denizens of this city began cleaning up the still populated areas first, so you
take your warband towards the slums. As you make your way through the rubble and
demolished buildings, you begin to see bodies occasionally lying in the wreckage and know you
are on the right track. Finally, you reach a low point in the burned buildings and find what you
seek! A giant corpse pile of the invaders….perfect! It matters not what the dead are, they’ll still
serve Nagash! Before you are able to begin marking the area for Krell’s necromancers, looters
rush at you from the buildings, intent on adding you to the dead!

Play Mission 3

Hidden Agenda - Seize the Initiative

You complete this Hidden Agenda immediately if you seize the initiative by adding one or
more wild dice to your number of singles. 

Quest D2.1 Outcome
Always interruptions! These warbands certainly don’t respect your e�orts and time. Now the
area is clear, your warband begins placing the arcane skulls Krell gave you to mark the area.
You place the skulls encircling the corpse pile and leave them along the path towards Krell’s
encampment. It was too risky to raise all the dead during the day, so Krell’s necromancers
would follow the arcane trail at night and move reinforcements out under cover of darkness.
And so the glory of Nagash grows! Krell is pleased and gives you a token of his appreciation!   

Claim the Rune-Etched Amulet Legendary Artifact!
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D2.2
Quest D2.2 - A Bone to Pick
Your warband slinks through the ruined buildings until you reach the older part of town, where
you saw the stone buildings. While these buildings held up better than the wooden structures,
the damage was still apparent across this part of the city. You follow the amethyst magic trace
and it takes you towards a natural stone cli�. Surprisingly, you see a door set into the rock wall
and deduce that this must be an aged ossuary! You know this information will please Krell and
a few of the other dignitaries at the camp. Your warband works to open the door, but you are
interrupted by the battlecries of a roaming warband. Time to add their bones to the pile!  

Play Mission 3

Hidden Agenda - Secure the Bounty

At the end of the battle, you complete this Hidden Agenda if one or more friendly fighters are
within 6” horizontally of the center of the battlefield and you are not outnumbered by enemy
fighters within 6” horizontally of the center.

Quest D2.2 Outcome
With the enemy gone, you resume your task and are able to open the old door. Your warband
wearily enters the ancient mausoleum and you see the bones of hundreds of dead! They must
have forgotten this was still within the city! Oh, those ossiarch bonereapers in particular would
be quite happy! You place the arcane skulls Krell gave you to mark the area for harvesting and
place them along the path back to camp. Those Gothizzar harvesters would be able to follow
the trail and collect the bones after dark. You return to Krell with the good news and one of the
ossiarch boneshapers rewards you with a powerful sword!

Claim the Nadrite Gladius Legendary Artifact!


